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DA will be taking a break until the end of
January so we can have a bloody good Christ
mas. After that, we'll be coming out every six
weeks until May, while we learn how to use
the marvels of modern technology we'll not
be getting from Santa. After May it'll be
back to monthly issues with a new improved
DA.

THE VOICE OE A NA RCHO-SYNDICA L1SM
Paper of the Direct Action Movement - International Workers Association

Merry Christmas,
DA Collective

This issue of DA is dedicated to
the family and friends of Nick
Kiem, a WSA member from Indi
ana, killed in a car crash on 10th
October 1991.

ANARCHO-SYNDICALISM FOR BEGINNERS
W’hile we recognise that all par
liamentary parties tend to behave
in an anti-working class fashion,
it is particularly important for us
to show up the shortcomings of
the Labour Party. It is the Labour
Party (or at least the Left of the
party) that claims there is a re
formist road to socialism. By so
• Ft
doing
the Labour Party channel
working class militancy and di
rect action into the parliamentary
cul-de-sac, discouraging self
• • be
organisation, and claiming to
the sole representative of the
working class.
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This issue is important for two
main reasons. Firstly, that we need
to make clear the vicious attacks
Labour will make on us once they
gain power,
•It
and secondly we need
to address the problem that the
mass of working people still look
‘4to the Labour Party to 'put things
right', despite their history of .
betrayal. The present Tory govern
ment has been in power for half of
my life; there are many people in
this country who have never expenenced Labour in power. What
sort of alternative do they offer?
Would life be better under Labour?
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-Editorial & Centre Pages NEW UNIONS: Union amalga
mations — the TUC in crisis?
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- Page 5 -

IS THE EMPIRE CRUMBLING?:
First in a series of articles on the
USA written by American
anarcho-syndicalists
- Page 8 -
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appeared on TV grinning from ear
to ear saying how much he agreed
with the council s position.

LABOUR
In The Bosses* Pockets

Ihese things should not surprise
us. Labour has always acted to the
benefit of the bosses and to the
Well, probably not. Their xenopho- detriment of the workers. A
bic behaviour during the Gulf
Labour premier introduced
Nuclear Weapons to Britain
War, their reluctance to support
the anti-poll tax campaign and
without ever consulting the
cabinet, let alone parliament. La
•It
industrial struggle points
towards
bour introduced the first racist im
a grim future. They've already
migration laws, it sent troops to
admitted they’ll not be scrapping
the Tones' anti-Trade Union laws
Ireland and introduced the
if they gain power. Let’s not forget repressive Prevention of Terronsm
that it is the Labour Party who are
Act, it has used troops against
strikers more times than the Tories.
in power in a lot of the local
councils that have caved in to gov
To understand why Labour has,
ernment pressure to cut services
and will, continue to behave like
and sack workers. Kinnock sup
this, we need to understand the
ports this, as we saw when
•IO. council announced
Liverpool
reformist attitude to electoral
massive cuts and redundancies. He politics. The myth of reformism is

The DAM recently held a delegate
conference specifically concerning
the paper. It was held at the Red
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BREAKING DOWN THE
BARRIERS: The fight against
fascism and racist immigration
laws

Only by taking direct extra-parlia
mentary action do workers gain
lasting victories. Parliament may
then take action to reform or make
law changes, but the key is to
organise where our strength is and
confront capitalism on our terms,
where we are strongest — AT
WORK.
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SUMMARY

economic and physical victories
over the employers, the capitalists,
the army and the police. Class
struggle is an inevitable result of a
capitalistsociety.lt is also the only
way that workers can pursue their
own interests without having to
use biased representatives or
having to pander to, or be directed
by people with a vested interest in
the outcome.

WHY WE SAY NO TO REFORMISM
ORGANISE!
DON'T VOTE

••
November — Production
of issue
#77 (that bit was relatively painless,
touch w oi«i).

the belief that given sufficient
support
and electoral victory, a
•It
party such as Labour is able to
gain control of key capitalist politi
cal institutions, with which they
can remould existing society in a
way which makes the lives of
workers more satisfying, and takes
away the need for revolution.
This paternalistic attitude is rife
with problems. The two most
important problems are the
overemphasis on the effect of
holding political power, and a
failure to understand the methods
by which workers secure conces
sions and defend living standards.
The approach of a reformist
parliamentarian is to separate po
litical isssues from workplace is
sues. Real working class power lies
in the level of success achieved in
class struggle in the workplace;
parliament, whoever holds the
majority, is held back by the nature
of the institution and its depend-

o
'92 — Direct Action is produced
at
six weekly intervals enabling us to:
a) Leam how to use and incorporate

•It
ence on ruling class support.
Anarcho-synd ica lists argue that
even in the event of a Labour
government elected on a 'socialist'
programme, the real masters
would still be company directors,
bankers, lawlords, top civil
servants, security chiefs and army
generals — in other words, the rul
ing class.

These people who hold real power
(be it financial or other) are able to
undermine a government that
threatens their interests. These are
the people Kinnock must really
convince that Labour is fit to
govern, ie, fit to maintain the
pretence of democracy in a system
where all the power and wealth is
in the hands of a few.
So, the reformers are only able to
reform as far as the ruling class
will allow them. The only way the
working class can achieve its more
rad ical aims is by gaining direct
•4
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correspondents
on a range of issues.
Particular individuals who will
monitor news and activities in
■• •
St
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Issue number 77 Price

LABOUR’S LIES: Is there a
parliamentary road tosocialism?

This position is directly contradicitory to reformist ideas. When
workers make demands reforms
>- I
- Back Pageare made until the ruling class
j DESPATCH: WORKERS: Prog
would become endangered by
further reforms. If we want to
ress Report from the Despatch
move forward and make further
Workers Union
demands above and beyond that,
we must be prepared to challenge
- Page 4 the authority of the ruling class, in
the final analysis we need to
! J CENSOREDl: Manchester’s
despatch them from their position
Lesbian Al Gay guide banned by
of power. Either they have power
Students Union
or we do, we can't both have it.
- Page 4 Reformism makes the mistake of
INTERNATIONAL News from
thinking that political power
Denmark, USSR, Spain and
enables us to influence and control
France
the oppression
tit
metered out by
the ruling class due to their eco
- Page 9 nomic power. This is a dangerous
lie. It has led to workers' defeats
throughout history around the
COMING SOON
world. The lesson is clear
SAY NO TO LABOUR
CRISIS IN EDUCATION
— NO TO REFORMISM
WHAT WE NEED IS
REVOLUTION
WHAT WE MEAN BY
AND WORKERS
CONTROL
9
WORKERS CONTROL

The session left open for criticism
was remarkably short! Seriously
though, people's criticisms are im- I

THE HISTORY OF
WOMEN S FOOTBALL
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Western governments are trying io Oert atten
tion eway from the depressed state of thelOO
respective economies by writing racist scare
stories on the *perUs’ of Immigration fOOitl
h.

is the paper of the
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Fascists around the world are
ng on the
*
depressed state
of economies:
tempts to
gain influence In working class communities.
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The fight against racist governments and
fascist groupsaredlfferehtand priorities: have
m: We
to be made.
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n Integral part of the
Within Britain racism I
A
tala. On a general level it ie In the bosses’
Interest to divide us any which way they can.
More specifically, Britain's ImperialOjOB
perpetuates a xenophobic attitude imdngst
the ruling class, most blatantly expressed ??:
when It serves their Immediate purpose.
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Both fascism and racism are
tools of
class used In desperation.
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Whilst generally agreeing with the
article 'Anarcho-Syndicalism for
Beginners' in issue 76,1 thought that
he statement 'workers can no longer
■-ope to achieve anything by tn surrec
iion because of the state’s control of the
-rmed forces' was a depressingly
cefeatist load of liberal ronsense,
. nd certainly not the view of the
j.nd
majority of anarchists 1 know. Arcles with such statements should
be signed and not put in as what
effectively was a DAM opinion.
►•

• • sdiwthlno we
Ind this te
itinue ib
must continue
to cto.
do. :But SroiBreOiwSiM
general strike:w^have flSseffectiOimea^:^:::::::::::;:
defeating<#OIW:Oltig:^iO^:S:
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.Also, the state control of the armed
□roes is nothing new! The only times
they don't is eitherin a revolution or
a coup. Our objective should be to
.-y and divide the armed forces, pref. rably along class lines, but at least
erably
batween those who will side with us
’.nd those who will side with the
’•’ate. It was good so see this particular point debated in the letters of
previous DA's, especially those from
'Albert'.
There
There is no'natural
no “ natural form of conflict',
conflict'.
Throughout history we have fought
by whatever means havebeenat our
disposal — sticks, stones, occupa•jons , nots, strikes, insurrections and
even insurrectionary strikes! As long
as it's consistent with the ends we
want, the triumph of the workers, it
i valid. 1 personally hope that the
*a

bosses and the state will give in
without a fight and go for mass
euthenasia, but I can't see it somehow, can you?

Ihere are many factors that will make

LAYOUT AND DESIGN
Paula Simvid
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achieving power they do present an Immediate
threat to working class (Oimubitles,
that can be smashed.
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a'revolution', just as there are many
which prevent it — in this country,
for exam pie, the control of the press
and TV/rad io, means of persuasion,
is just as effective to the British 6tate
as, say, death squads are in Latin
America. Possibly more so. In coun
tries where there has been relative
'stability'for decades now, people
fear revolution or civil war or an
'Irish' type situation, mainly because
death and destruction are not very
appealing to many people (something many 'revolutionaries' don't
seem to grasp). They fight when they
are confident of winning or when
there is no choice left.

DISTRIBUTION
North and South London
DAM groups
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Dear DA
In response to the letter of Mo of
Hackney Solidarity Croup (DA75)
about the Insh Freedom Movement
demoon 10th August...

intematinalistsocialist movement.
Our task is to create the political
basis for the only force that can se
cure British withd rawal, a working
class movement clearly led by anti
imperialist politics that calls for a
British defeat and gives its political
support to Irish revolutionaries fight
ing for a 32 counties workers’ re
public.

The point that Anarchists should
march together on demos is an
important one. The fact that Anarchists do not points to the political
disunity and organisational inade- Alan Robertson
quacy of British Anarchism today,
Organisational remedies such as We're sure there are a number of our
calling for united contingents on readers who would like to reply to some
demos are insufficient without tack- of the points raised in this letter.
ling our political divisions. Even if
Anarchists did march together on
This is the stuff of debates, but it IFM events, they would not neces- Dtar I)A
needs said whether DA is the place sarily agree on why they are march
ornot-Simplisticstatementsonbolh ing or more importantly what they Ina recent letter concerning a previ
ous article on AIDS, a correspon
'sides' won't get us anywhere near should be arguing for. •
dent implied that frequent sexual
what we all want,
It is equally pointless attacking the partner exchange was not a risk factor
Revolutionary Communist Party on for people using condoms. Unfortu
An anarcho-syndicalist,
the grounds that they are better or nately this assertion is dangerously
South East London
ganised than Anarchistsorthat they incorrect. Condoms probably pro
actually show some enthusiams for vide as much protection against AIDS
selling their publications. We must as they do against pregnancy — in
Dear DA
develop our organisational capabili- other words, they probably lower
I am surprised that your article on ties and theoretical understanding the risk per sexual act by a factor of
anarcho-syndicalism for beginners so that we can challenge Leninists about 10. The risk of AIDS being
in your last issue stated that insur- for the political leadership campaigns transmitted during homosexual in
rection is impossible these days,
days. instead of winging from theside- tercourse without a condom, with
an infected partner, is thought to be
Perhaps the author has been hiber- lines.
•ft If one arbitrarily asabout 1 in 100.
natingand has not noticed what has
been going on in Eastern Europe re- Anarchists remain confused and sumes that only 10% of the partners
cently, as well as what nearly hap- divided over the war in Ireland. The chosen will be infected and that a
task for revolutionaries in Britain is condom is always used, the risk per
pened in China a while back
to lay the blame squarely with the
The key to successful insurrection is British state and not with Irish na
for the insurgents to remain non- tionalism. The IRA is not a *reacviolent and try to neutralise the state's tionaryor ani6ation',it is an armed
forces by winning over their sympa- response to British terror that has
FW
thies. With so many people in this takena nationalist form. In Britain it
is not possible to build a 'neutral'
country unemployed and /or living
. .iNUAR
below the poverty line, the potential anti-war campaign of any signififor ran-violent insurrection is there, cance capable of withstanding state
and surely the Direct Action Move- repressionora reactionary backlash
when IRA bombs kill civilians. Only
ment should be organising it.
SUBSCRIBERS
by taking sides in the Irish war by
giving uncond itional support to those
Yours sincerely,
As much as we’d like to we can't continue
struggling for Irish self-determina sending papers once subs run out as It
Michael Davies
tion can we begin to challenge the costs too much. After two Issues grace
nationalist concensus which remains we ll have to cancel until you renew your
the mainobstacle to building- a truly sub.
•-

m certainly not into glorifying 'in
surrection' or revolution, but how
: xactly are we going to take over
: reduction, the cities, etc, from the
ate and then defend it from reacon? Workers throughout history
have been forced out of and into
workplaces at the point of a gun.
‘here is nothing to suggest it would
be any different now (quite tKe
opposite, I'd say).

COMMISSIONING
Martin

ened with deportation through workplace and
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Dear DA
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The fight against fascists must be direct and
based
must
streets or In our communities.
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The relationship between the............
ruilng eiass a n di.
fascism Is one of necessity, bosses seeing feesism as the last resort when faced with a revo
lutionary working class.
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the British section of the
International Workers
Association (est 1922).
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We must fight anti-? immigration teO with
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DIRECT ACTION
MOVEMENT,

Fora revolutionary Anarchist
(Non-governmental) society through
Syndicalism (the struggle for workers
control) to free communism
(common ownership and no state).

By contrast, If a person has a lifelong
mutually monogamous relationship
with one partner, then the risk of
getting infected cannot be greater
than the ri'sk that the partner chosen
was already infected. The risk that ■
such a partner will already be in- *■
fected will probably be less than the
risk that a partner chosen for a brief
encounter will be infected. However,
even if wc ignore this aspect of the
situation and take the risk of the
partner being already infected to be
the same arbitrary figure of 1 / 10th, I
we see that the lifetime risk of infec
tion in this case can be no greater
than one chance in 10.

Inside the Murdoch fortress, with
the unions resolutely kept out, man
agement became supreme. No controls were on the journalists bar that
of obeying their masters, so the standards dropped, with no likelihood
of a refusal to print. The entire Murdoch Press, from his acquired Times',
once relied upon all over the world,
tothedespicable'Sun', plumbed the
depths of journalism. With others
following suit, British journalism
became at one bound the worst press
and the least free in the world —just
as press restrictions were being lifted
in Russia!
•It

The obsession of new style manage
ment, as seen first in Wapping, has
been re-education orbrainwashing.
Imitating the municipal and civil
service sectors, they have been runbut not on technining 'courses'
cal skills or standards, health and
safety or the like, always on rr.a.Tagement, attitudes, personnel reactions. These have I•I-. ?n to pick'lower
management'(no more foremen or
supervisors!) and are modelled on
the corporate state idea.
tl«
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Towards Eco-Capitalism (or Why We Hate The Green Part
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These ideas can be explained more
precisely using mathematical notation and there has been a lot of research work on the mathematics of
the AIDS epidemic. Further details
can be supplied to any interested
reader.
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Unfortunately many people con
cerned about environmental issues
see involvement in pressure groups
(such as Friends of the Earth or
Greenpeace) as the only channel
available to work towards a better
environment.

Yours faithfully
Dr David Kault
Research Fellow in AIDS
Epidemiology
Anton Breinl Centre for Tropical
Health & Medicine

It's easy for concerned individuals
to get involved in reformist organi
sations in an attempt to achieve some
change within existing parliamen
tary system. Such organisations are
commonly made up of well mean
ingpeople who have a belief that the
present system can be reformed, and
is worth reforming. This means that
the tactics of environmental (and
other) pressure groups often concentrate on parliamentary lobbies,
letters to MP's, etc....putting pres
sure on those already in power with
out anything to bargain with. I n other

Eh?

BULK ORDERS!!
If you, your group, or
bookshop, etc, has recieved
in the past (or present) invoice!
incorrectly asking fora lesser
amount than is actually due
could you please send
l)A the difference. This is
part of our distribution bugs
and will on^ day in the
happy future be fixed.
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words, political naivity and little
understanding of how states function.
Capitalism and the state can easily
accomm odate the demands of pressure groups, if it doesn't just ignore
them completely. In many cases the
stale can use the presence of pres
sure groups to help legitimate and
justify its actionsby pointing out the
available channels for dissent which
we should all be thankful for. An
example of this is the inquiry which
was held into the building of the
Sizewcll B PWR (Pressurised Water
Reactor)on the Suffolk coast. Many
pressure groups spent vast amounts
of their time and energy putting
forward the case against nuclear
power, in the assumption that they
would have some influence on the
final decision. Yet Walter Marshall,

They want to save the exploitative boss-worker system from
its ecologically disastrous present phase.

The Green Party: Save The Planet and Keep The Human Race In
Chains.
CHANGING THE COLOUR OF THE OPPRESSORS.
r

head of the CEGB during the inquiry barking up the wrong tree, by put
was quoted in the Guardian as say- ting their faith in'democrac/; expe
ing* I expect to get approval in about rience has shown this, anarchists have
a year's time. By that time the British always known it But howeverwide
public will be bored to tears by nu- the gulf between reformist and revo
clear power; that of course is the lutionary politics, we must avoid
purposeof having a public inquiry.' the tendency to dismiss the basic
The CEGB also ordered £12 million concerns of pressure groups along
worth of equipment for the Sizewell with their reformism. If envirorv1) — nine months before the verdict mental groups have made liberal
'caihies' out of the multitude of threats
was expected.
to our well being through the deClearly environmental groups are struction of our environment, it is
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The public at large weren't sympa-
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railway unions weakened prior to
some sort of reorganisation, the rich
have become enormously rich and
not only these ind us tries but all the
industries' and workers' servicing
trades have sunk

• •
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thetic because of antipathy to the
print unions which had been suecessful in gaining for Fleet Street
workers' wages to which only the
middle classes feel themselves entitled, and the journalists enviously
denouncing this as 'greed'. However, with the miners unions smashed
and industry destroyed, with the
dockers and shipbuilders unions
imashrd and industry destroyed,
with the print unions smashed and a
new industry substituted and the

sexual act becomes about 1 in 10,000.
However, this is still a very consider
able risk per lifetime since the aver
age person will have several thou
sand sexual acts. It can be seen that
the lifetime risk will be several chances
in 10.

craft mystique though with grossly
unsocial hours. Sunday working,
advocated for other industries too.
soon becomes seven-day working,
without overtimebut with the occasional day off thrown in now and
j
again. Now they don't need 24hour police protection, the bosses
don't need the State to interfere!
When they do, they will shed their
The Daily Telegraph followed the agreed by the government itself were rugged individualism.
Murdoch/Maxwell path with far obeyed. Naturally they interfered with
more caution, and avoided friction profits. Now they are abolished, the The new corporate bosses have it
by avoid ing their conf rontatior. mis- rules are not observed,
••
minimum their own way at present, just as the
takes. Instead of concentrating into standards, times of work and so on Russian commissars (with whom they
one building, they split into two are not obeyed.
have much in common) once did
companies
pre-production and
(and are now changing as rap idly as
production
so the laws against The New Order does not have the possible to be exactly tike them in the
secondary picketing would break up classic fascist ideal of the State via 'free' market).
a powerfully unionised workforce. the party making up the unholy trinThey warned if SOGAT and the NG A ity. The capitalists control the State It won't last forever. People can be
merged, they would 'de-recognise' anyway. Their'councils'are of man- pushed too far. Even the pulp-fed
the union, and this has happened. It agement and workers. (Originally public is beginning to feel uneasy at
now will only deal with people some bright spark in management the drivel they get on the press now
individually. Like Wapping, it has — possibly a former 'leftie'student? that no consideration of how much
gpne for'courses' to pick new'under- — thought of the name 'workers the workers will stard prevents the
management', a health and safety councils', but this proved t o comic M ntinued degeneration of the press,
structure built up for years has gone a parody so it was amended first to If the workers don't make a comeby the board. (In one of the lectures 'works councils' and finally to 'staff back, it won't just be the old craft
the management referred to a for- councils' on the new Spanish model
tit
that is obsolete, it will be newspamer TU H&S rep — pushed out when of fascism without fascists). The pers themselves.
they moved four years ago
as a workers are not elected representa•creature from the dark ages' and fives as in Spain but an open assem- Meanwhile, the fact of lack of orsaid they weren't going down that bly. As the worker has no power ganisation, plus the spread of the
path again. That's the nicest thing whatever, few turnup for the meet- idea everywhere that 'joining a lin
anyone ever said about me!)
ings (if they are voluntary, nobody ion', paying dues and hoping forits
does)
what for?
and thecoun- intervention is the be-all and erd -all
The system operating in newspaper cils might as well not exist. They are of organisation, means that the people
prod uction, now the press lords and window dressing, or an intended at the top get richer. It also means
masters have turned their backs on safety valve.
that there is less spend ing power for
trade unionism, is fascism without
the majority and so there is recesthe party. The Tory cry is that the The printworkers, like many others, sion. That is what it is all about, not
TUs used to'rule' (by virtue of exist- necd to organise again from scratch. some mystic inevitable world force
ing) but what rules instead is mana- At present what keeps them down is as the economists would have us
gerial d ictatorship with the State being the fear of unemployment and the believe, and which is the stuff of
relegated to an outside role. The H&S fact that so many are waiting to take electoral politics.
committees were there to see rules their jobs no longer surrounded by a
1

i

The print unions were the oldest and
proudest in the British labour movement, and had made great gains in
the class struggle. One can pick out
scapegoats in leadership or lack of
will in the membership but they were
defeated because the new technol•X
ogy made it possible
to dispense
with them. The Thatcherite laws were
designed to smash the unions but
the workers were defending a lost
craft as well as the freedom to organise.

DIRECT ACTION
PO BOX 574
LONDON SE4 1DL
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After the picketing died down and
the police had scored a great victoiy in the street fights to enable
Rupert Murdoch to transfer his j m
empire to Fortress Wapping, the
Fleet Street press workers were
defeated in one newspaper after
another. The technological revolution by which the old craft skills
• •
were out-moded
was pioneered by
'Eddie' Shah, who got forced out
in the process by the other
barons. It was carried through with
skill by Murdoch and then MaxwelL
Other papers followed suit, some
not quite so suddenly or so brutally, but the upshot was that the
workers were defeated.
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II

more important that issues are placed
in a genuinely radical context
participatory and revolutionary
movement. And in some instances
individuals within such groups are
rapidly losing faith in the channels
offered by parliamentary democracy.
Anarcho-syndicalists should be pro
posing a viable alternative to reformist
groups by offering anarcho-syndi
calist perspectives on environmental
issues.
3
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The British Trade Union
movement is in a financial
crisis. At the same time it is en
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tering an ideological crisis. These
two facts are closely linked. Since
Thatcher was elected in 1979
Trade Union membership has
fallen markedly, and continues
to fall. (From a recent report by
the Certification Officer, Trade
Unions and employers organi
sations, a government office).
The 1990 report showed a dramaticfall in Trade Union mem
bership. Previous to this TUC
affiliated unions had managed
to more or less maintain them
selves despite relentless attacks
from the Thatcher government
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The Despatch I rd us try Workers
Union, an anarcho-synd ica list union for cycle couriers, motorcycle
couriers, van drivers and the relevantron-managenal office staff has
had its fair share of strike action
since it started in March 1989. Most
of the despatch ind ustry is based on
the 'self-employment' of couriers
doing express delivenes. As such it
is a difficult industry to unionise
because of the individualism. Indeed,
tte Transport & General Workers
Union have tried at least twice to
organise this sector but failed miserably. The humbleDIWU has proved
to be far more successful and resillent than the massive TGWU.

The despatch industry is similar to
sweatshop industries. If any indi
vidual mentions the Union, he or she
will usually be sacked straight away.
This is, incidentally, why the TGWU
big-wigs are completely powerless
against the tiniest of employers,
because only strong workplace or
ganisation can prevent victimisation (by all threatening to go on strike
for re-instatement), whereas the
TGWU puts all its massive resources
mio services based outside the
workplace. So in the despatch industry it is advisable to have a majority of the workforce at any particularfirm in the Union, and braced
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boss reduces the rates of pay in some
way or another. The Union may have
only one or two members there so it
is up to them to call a mass meeting,
Union members from other firms
might be invited along to give advice and assistance, but only the
workers at the affected firm take the
(collective) decisions. Prevention of
victimisation has got to be the number one consideration at a mass meeting, even more important than the
issue of a pay cut or whatever.

It can be almost impossible to get
100% solidarity during a strike in
this industry. The problems can fall
into two categories. Firstly, not everyone at the affected firm may go
on strike. It may even be a minority.
In such cases the strikers can hold
the 'transmit' button down on their
radios, thereby blocking the channel. This tactic was used with impressive results in the dispute against
West One Despatch.

z

workers Union
C/O 489 Kingsland Road
London E8 4AU.
Tel: 071 249 6930

Secondly, the boss of a strikebound keeps the strikers solid, and if a courier
firm might call in another firm to arrives to pick up a job, he/she can
for action, before telling the boss that cover the work for the duration of be persuaded to go away emptythe strike. In such cases the DI WU handed. If a courier insists on scabany members exist there.
advocates that all the strikers go en bing it can be hinted that their veHowever, most industrial action masse to stand outside the main hicle might not be in tip-top shape
involving the DI WU starts when the client's address. This upsets the client, when they come out.

Finally, on an anecdotal note, it can
be said that there are plenty of leftwing and anarchist people in the
despatch industry, and they have
invariably proved completely uscless when it comes to strikes or
anything else. It seems only ana rcho-
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The lesbian and gay guide to Man
chester and Salford, called the 'Pink
Guide', produced by students in the
Manchester area, was temporarily
banned, and safe sex pages removed
by the President of Salford Univer
sity Students' Union.
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The trial of 16 people arrested for
fighting the poll tax began in Nor
wich on 18th November. Some face
heavy sentences if they are found
guilty.

But Norwich Anti Poll Tax Union
held a benefit gig on 8tH November,
a public meeting on 14th November
and a picket of the court on 18th No
vember.

The cases anse from one of the many
demonstrations which took place
throughout England and Wales when
the first poll tax rates were being set
during March 1990. Cops attacked
the demo in Colchester and victim
ised anti-poll tax activists, who are
being tried in Norwich in attempts
to avoid protest.

The trial continues and Norwich APT
have organised pickets of Norwich
Crown Court every Monday from
9.30 am.
More information from:
NAPTU
PO Box 158
Norwich NR1 1AA
■

NEW
needs £700 before Christmas to buy a scanner which
will enable us to dramatically improve the presentation of
the paper, and to make life a lot easier for the people that
produce it
DA

11

11

The guide, however, is now avail
able in its uncensored version in the
'Welfare' area of the Students' Un
ion. And no where else.
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Thecollapse of 'stalinism' in Eastern
Europe has put an end to any marx
ist influence at shop-floor level, al
though it may linger in the hierarchy
of the TU leadership. Consequently,

1 7:
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This view of the role of unions is
prevelant in the USA, where 'con
flict' occurs between the various in
terest groups which vie with one an
other to put their argument to the
State. We believe that British Trade
Unions are heading in this direc
tion. Generally, amalgamations will
reinforce the trend away from the
workplace. These new 'super un
ions' will be almost completely di
vorced from the workplace and will
become totally alienated from the
membership and therefore unable
to anything of real value for work
ing people.

Even more drastic was the 27% loss
of membership experience by the
NUM (National Union of Minework
ers). The NUM's move to negotiate a
merger with the TGWU (Transport
& General Workers Union) may well
have been prompted by this. Inter
estingly, the T&G is also pursuing
negotiations with the Democratic
Mineworkers Union, the scab union
formed from a split in the NUM).

But it's not only those under threat
that are looking to amalgamate.
'JCATT, the building workers un
ion, actually increased their membershipby3%, yet are being pushed
toamalgamatewiththeGMB, as the
GMB are having so much success at
poaching members from UCATT.

It is possible that these unions will
become so estranged from the
workplace that a vacuum will ap
pear which in turn would be filled
by a rad leal workers union of a new
type. This is the aim of the Anarchosy nd ica lists.
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The guide, which is mainly about
pubs and clubs, also contained ver
bally explicit safe sex hints for sex
between men. After fear that the
publication may be 'obscene', 'of
fend ing7 pages were removed.
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Trade Unions seek to negoc ateamal- Power within the TUC has in recent
gamation with other TUs which share years shifted from the manual 'blue
theirview point, rather than sharing collari unions to the 'white collari
a common enemy or common inter- unions like NALGO. NALGO and
.
similar unions have retained their
membership fairly well, while un
NALGO
ions like the NUM and other unions
in heavy ind ustry and manufacturNALGO, the main council workers' ing have had a dramatic loss of
union is currently conducting nego- members.
tiations with two other unions, NUPE
and COHSE, which have members Some Trade Unions, rot all of them
who are mainly 'blue collari council in the TUC, row see themselves as
workers and health workers res pec- professional organisations represent
ing a certain interest group. They
are committed to a no-strike policy.
These bod les see themselves essen
tially as pressure groups articulat
ing the view point of their members.
These bodies have swallowed 'inter
est group' theory hook, line and
sinker. They fully intend tofitthemselves into the ideals of representa
tive government. They believe that
the State should take notice of their
viewpoint, elegantly expressed by
professional negotiators without any
threat of strike action or other sanc
tions. Union leaders would be rec
ognised by government ministers
as fellow professionals if rot equals.
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syndicalists and other sensible
members of the working class are |
prepared to 'put their money where
their mouths are'.

• • • • •

Much of the libertarian literature around on sexuality is
very theoretical and rarely comes from the heart or talks
about our own experiences. We're trying to put together
a pamphlet written about and by gay men, lesbians and
bisexuals who are involved in radical politics or life
styles, based on our personal accounts and thoughts.
Articles, writing, pictures, graphics or cartoons on ac
counts and thoughts of coming out; relationships; sex;
AIDS and safer sex; police, prison, courts and the law;
KU
sexuality and class consciousness; pornography;
parent
ing, adoption, fostering and custody; responses and at
titudes from others involved in anarchist and radical
politics and lifestyles; or any other aspects of sexuality
that you want to focus on would be welcome. Please
send contributions as soon as possible to:

strength exist in a number of Euro
pean countries. Here in Britain, de
spite the in-fighting, the trade un
ions are still very much in the grip of
social democratic ideology, even if
the Labour Party's hold over work
ing class people has weakened over
the past two decades.

Compared to the membership fall in
1988, the 1989 drop in numbers was
greaterby 340,000.
UH. The AEU (Amal
gamated Engineering Union) was
one of the worst hit, with a drop of
6.5% from 1988 to 1989 (represent
ing approximately 30,000 members).
This was primarily put down to the
recession experienced in manufac
turing industry.

Because of the high-pressure nature
of the despatch industry strikes are
normally won or lost within hours,
even minutes. Strike pay is therefore
not necessary, although the DIWU
could not afford to pay any anyway,

PROMOTE ^>SUR Vl V£/

amalgamation in this light, and cer
tainly the trade union leaders have
attempted to present it this way, that
is not our opinion. No one of good
will could see shot-gun marriages
lead ing to a strengthened industrial
organisation. Moreover, it is insult
ing to compare the current jockey
ing and manoeuvering to the valiant
role played by the syndicalists in
formation of unions like the NUR.
The scared bureaucrats of today have
nothing in common with those fight
ers for solidarity and workers unity.

SEND US SOME MONEY!

We don’t have any rich backers but £1 from each of our
readers would mean we could set up our own print shop,
as well as a scanner, but seeing as it’s PRETTY unlikely
that everyone will send a quid, more willi>c appreciated.

■

Whilst there has been a general fall
in union membership we should note
the rise in income many unions are
getting. NALGO's (National Asso
ciation of Local Government Offi
cers) went up from £48 million to
approximately £54 million. Despite
this massive income a report from
the TUC states that 10% of every
union sub goes to the repayment of
the debt.

ADVANCE!

The decline of the Trade Union
movement is summed up by the
TUC itself. Its annual report shows
that union membership has halved However, it has to be stated that the
w er, down Trade Unions'reasons for wanting
•A
since the Tories came to po
to 6 million entitled to vote in union amalgamations nowadays are totally
elections.
different than those of the anarchosyndicalistsand industrial unionists
who wished to see a strong united
AMALGAMATIONS
working class. The current amalgaAnarcho-syndicalists in the earlier mations are only inspired by the
part of the twentieth century played desire to retain power and financial
a very significant role in the moves viability.
towards various union amalgamations. However, these were amalgaTHE EUROPEAN CONTEXT
mations or the restructuring of the
ritain is one of few EC countries
exising unions along industrial unions lines, not of general trade un- with only one central Trade Union
ions. They raised and acted upon the body, the TUC, to which the various
slogan popularised by 'Industrial unions are affiliated. The majority of
Workers of the World' (1WW) of the Western European Countries have
United States.
three or four union confederations
or centres. These correspond to the

the social democrats are able to lord
it over a declining membership with-

tively. These negotiations are well
advanced and, despite various hitches,

out a challenge on the horizon,
However, in spite of their hollow
victory they feel anxious and uneasy, rightly suspecting opposition
from some as yet unknown quarter.
o frantically to
The bureaucrats look
the US unions and increasingly to
Ithe EC for gimmicks to get themselves out of the situation they have
allowed to overtake them.

hope to achieve the formation of a
'new union'. This new union will
have combined membership of 1.5

While it may be possible to sec the
current moves toward trade union

These Trade Unions have been sub- while rejecting the existing unions
jetted to the dual assault of mass as beyond reform, we will continue
unemployment, andThatchente anti- to work inside them to defend workunion legislation. The resulting fall ^g class interests. We will, howin union membership has fuelled the
be promoting workplace resis
movement to merge rand restructure tance, not standing in union elecing. However, we believe that these lions on so-called radical platforms^,
are rot the only reasons foramalga- 11 is in workplace organisation and
mation presented to the member- 001 in New Unions formed through
ship. The reasons for merger have amalgamations that the future ot
been given a radical tinge, ie, we the working class lies.

Now we have arrived at a situation
where each 'Trade Union' is competing with all the other Trade Un
ions for members. This is because
£•
they all will accept just about
anyone
and have left craft based or industrially based union structures behind, need to be able to present a common
major political tendencies and par- and have become the most general front to the bosses’. However, one of
ties, eg, social democrat, Christian ised of General Unions. In hcl, each the unstated reasons is to increase
democrat or marxist. Anarcho-syn- Trade Union is more like a mini the power and influence of the inner
dicalist union federations of varying TUC in its own right. Politically these circle of the TUC.
»

THE ONE BIG UNION' IDEA

million, about half of this coming
from NALGO.

What are we to do to advance this
aim? The Trade Unions are in disar
ray and are hoping for the return of
a Labour government. They make
no attempt to defend the interests of
the working class. Our pay and con
ditions hardly merit a mention, while
they push credit cards, mortgages
and insurance. After years, of ne
glect and decay the workers union
we advocate cannot be built over
night. Consequently, at first we want
to set up networks in every ind us try
working towards building revolut,oriary unions. Initially these networks would provide information
and support for workers in struggle.
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When afa relaunched itself in

have to be matched and bettered
London two years ago with a mili- by anti-fascists.
hint, working-class outlook, it was
through recogninsing thst fascist The real crunch is not likely to hapgroups, by now ma inly the BNP, pen immediately after a Labour Party
were again beginning to appear on victory (rot assured), but when they
the streets, with racist stickers and once again show their iroompeteroe
graffiti becoming a familiar sight in trying to manage capitalism whilst
Although we knew that they were- und er constant pressure from Kxitle
n't huge in numbers then or now, forces —the media, the city, the CBI
the conditions existed (and still ex- — and hopefully a militant workist) for them to try and fill a vac- ing class! The similarities with the
uum; a [ -manent recession in some 1970s, with the inheritance of an
areas of London, a disenfranchised economic mess, are plain to see.
wo rki ng-daso, a weak La bo ur move- Should this be repeated then that is
ment and an even weaker 'Left', when we'll see the fascist threat at
Couple all that with a depressingly its worst. No one should be fantahigh level of racism and racist vio- sising about a re-run of an Antilence.
Nazi League-style campaign, or the
police being brushed aside like in
People said we were paranoid, or Lewisham 1977. Everyore's got a
alternatively just a group of thugs lot harder, including PC Plod. Be
looking for any excuse for a 'ruck', prepared.
But what we saw as a problem which
could grow within limits in the right Of course, there's no chance of the
circumstances has row beengiven a BNP or the NF taking power, but
shot in the arm on an international that will be of no comfort to those
scale. The unleashing of a wave of on the receiving end of their vionationalism, seen in its most archaic lence, direct or indirect. We must
forms in what was the Soviet Union offer support and encouragement
and Eastern Europe, and on the back to people in any area who are preof which openly fascist and extreme pared to take defensive and ofright-wing organisations are find- fencsiveaction against fascistsand
ing new life, using xenophobia and racists. There is no substitute for oranti-semitism mixed in with popu- ganised working class action, and
list slogans.
AFA certainly doesn't claim such a
role.
Germany and France are the most
obvious examples of this; France being We cannot and never have relied on
on the verge of giving the Extreme the police or authorities to deal with
Right its biggest political break- this problem. We are not going to
through for years; while in Germany wait for the labour movement to
fascist violence is at a level not seen open its eyes just as we have not
since the 1930s (with the libertairan waited for the Left. Over the last
'autonomous' groups and the Turk- year AFA has concentrated its work
ish community seemingly being the on trying to build a bigger base of
only people prepared to confront support, with some success too, as
them), tn Austria, Sweden and re- more and more people and organicently Belgium the Far Right has sat io ns are contacting us. This work
gained in elections; in Spain the fas- will continue. However, it has rot
cists may once again begin to fee) stopped fascist activity. There is only
confident, looking out at what is one way to do that...
happening across Europe — recently
a large rally was held in Madrid to
Wei ust offer support and
commemorate the death of Franco.
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last year has seen a
frightening growth in racism
and fascism across Europe.
Old nationalisms have been
enflamed, with the EEC and
various other governments
willing partiepants. The al
ready advanced plans for
Fortress Europe' — a Europe
where the entry qualification
is the colour of your skin —
have gathered momentum.

Eastem Europe and the Soviet
Union. Immigration is OK if it's
white South Africans, but not from
black Africa, Asia, Turkey or even
Albania.

ut the concept of immigration is
being challenged. One of the reasons for the Europe-wide atack on
asylum rights is that it assumes
immigration shouldn’t happen.
Considering there is not emmigration from most European coun
tries, Britain included, this is
In Germany, refugees are fleeing
garbage. The routine harassment
the smaller towns, particularly in
of immigrants seeking to join
the 'New Federal States' (what was families has been extended from
East Germany), for the relative
Asians and Africans to Jamaicans.
safety of the big cities. Attacks on
These processes are humiliating to
refugees' hostels have become
all who endure them, and the
common-place. In September a
racist assumptions about Jamai
mob of 500 neo-nazis and racists
cans' family life are insulting. The
attacked a hostel with petrol
racial overtones become clearer
bombs in Hoyerswerda, Saxony.
when you remember Zola Budd,
After anti-racists from Berlin
the white South African runner
moblised to protect the hostel, the
who got British citizenship faster
refugees were evacuated. One man than she could run (and that was
said he would rather return to Iran fast).
than Hoyerswerda. After a 20,000
strong anti-racist march in Berlin
The EEC heads of state and their
was attacked, demonstrators
lackeys in the media have tned to
fought back. After the demo
explain these actions by raising the
dispersed, young Turkish workers
spectre of fascism. 'If we don't do
and anarchists took to the streets to what the fascists want, they'll take
drive out the police in Krenzberg.
over and do it themselves'. This
Over 60 were arrested. The media
Neville Chamberlain school of
politics never had much content to
ignored the demo and said the
evening's events were typical of
it. It's never used as an argument
anarchists and Turkish youth
when the working class makes
gangs
demands — 'Oh, we must give in
or they'll take over*, but the
In France in October, the govemfascists' agenda matches that of the
ment withdrew family allowances ruling class at this moment,
from unauthorised workers, and
are cracking down on their emThe attack on asylum rights is
plovers. A fast-track asylum-claim doubly hypocritical. Most refugees
system is to be introduced too. To
are in the Third World, usually just
this racist background, the leader
over the border from where they
of the fascist Front National, Jeanfled. And the regimes they are
Mane Le Pen, presents himself as
running from are usually propped
'the leader of the centre'. He is
up by the West. Britain takes
campaigning for Presidency of the
substantially fewer refugees than
Provence-Alpes-Cote d 'Azure
other European countries. The
region, and may well succeed. He
emphasis of the State's immigrahas been lent respectability by the
tion policy has been on doing the
racism of the centre-right and
dirty deeds outside Britain. This
extends to refugees, and one of the
socialist leaders
provisions of the Asylum Bill is to
make airlines pay more if refugees'
papers aren't in order.
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In Sweden, the populist New
Democrats, using racist
capitalised on the disenchantment
with the Social Democrats, and
now hold the balance in the
Parliament. This has given a boost
to the nazis on the ground, and
race attacks are increasing. In June,
John Major said that he wanted to
see *a strong, tight penmeter fence
around Europe' in order to 'curb'
third world immigration. This is a
recurrent theme across Europe.
Nearly 75% of all immigration into
Germany is ethnic Germans from

There is a right of appeal to be in
troduced, but it's useless. The UN
and European Court have con
demned Britain for the practice of
sending asylum seekers back
before allowing them to appeal.
The Bill also threatened to withdraw legal aid to all refugee and
immigration cases. The refusal of
the UK Immigration Advisory
Service to co-operate looks likely
to scupper this clause, but the
Tones are pressing ahead with the
Bill. Kenneth Baker, Home Sec retary, has said it will be given top
priority.
The main effect of the bill will be
to prevent refugees entering into
Britain, and to criminalise those
who do. Already asylum-seekers
are held in detention centres, and a
Zairean man died while being
restrained in Pentonville Pnson in
October. Any criminalisation of
refugees will lead to even more
'
f
‘
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harrassment for Britain's black
population,
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So what can we do about this?
Wait for the United Nations?
Lobby our councillors and MP's?
No, we need to challenge racism
wherever we find it, and r O t it out
of our class. This means building a
real internationalism, based on
common understanding and
solidarity, and making an antiracist agenda firmly part and
parcel of working class politics. It
means isolating the racists within
our class, and attacking their paymasters. At the moment we can
only fight immigration cases on individ ual grounds, many of which
have been successful, eg, Marion
Gaima and Francis Okanlami.
However, the cases that get taken
up are the tip of the iceberg. The
way to fight anti-immigration laws
is to have the strength in
workplace organisation to strike in
support of those threatened by
them. Hackney NALGO had a
one-day strike in support of
Marion Gaima, even though the
council claimed to support her.
The lesson is clear. Only we as a
class can stop this. Lefty lawyers
and well-meaning liberals have no
we
leverage against the State
do.
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But there will be no 'Fourth Reich'
looming, simply because the bosses
don't need it. The working class is
divided, the labour movement is
weak, the Left in tatters. Reasons
why those in power, from politi- At a conference recently held, AFA
cians to the media to the bosses can decided to change its emphasis on
get off with blaming the victims of the political organisations affiliated
this violence (eg, refugees) rather (who have done much good work)
to trying to build strong AFA
than the fascists.
branches, where the main activity
In Britain the situation on the sur- will come from. A sizeable Anarface doesn't look
anywhere near as chist presence is a most AFA events,
O
bad, but it is early days yet... With but this needs to be backed up with
the government trying to patch itself day to day work, in whatever field
together for the next election, once is deemed suitable. We are calling
again the 'race card' is being deliber- on all anarchists, anarcho-syndicalately used as a diversion from what ists and libertarians to prioritise this
will be the main electoral issues work and to help strengthen what is
(Health Service, the economy, etc), an already growing, militant antiTheir friend sin the press are of course fascist movement. We see no reaall t o willing to oblige. Again, the son why we should wait until the
object is division.
fascists grow in numbers or influ
ence. We want to see them smashed
The BNP and the National Front now.
(NF) have both stated their intention
to put forward candidates around AFA has elected an intematinal lithe country. Although it may not ason officer. Could all 1WA/AIT
match the numbers they are claim- sections, anarchist and anti-fascist
ing are going to stand, (they're more organisations abrcud contact us with
lilily to concentrate their forces in any news/information on the fasspecific areas, ie, East London), un- cists and resistance to them via the
doubted ly we are going to see a high DAM or direct to AFA, BM 1734,
level of activity. This is going to London WC1N 3XX.
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The destruction of manu- istrative positions are generally iden- was parity of wages, similiar work employers continue to seek conces
facturing industry suffered
^iose
higher skilled fac- ing conditions and unity of all work sions from unionised workers. The

IWA

tory or construction workers. Fur*
Fur ers in, for example, the steel, paper major concession currently sought
m Britain over the last 15 ^ore,
thermore, continuing
continuing shifts
shifts in
in manumanu- and meat-packing industries to name after by the bosses is in the area of
years has been mirrored in facturing processes will furtherblur but a few. Currently there exists a health benefits. (Unlike other courtries
the US. The mass unemploy the distinction between white collar situation where fierce competition the US does not have a national health
between factories in the same com insurance plan).
and blue collar workers.
ment this brought has also led
pany and ind ustry exists, and where
to a weakening3 of organised
In addition, nearly 25% of all jobs different wage rates and working Despite the disunity created by the
labourand a pattern of struggle today are either temporary, part- conditions also exist. This has cre destruction of ind ustry and the threat
and defeat for the working class time, contract or home based. These ated much disunity among formally of scab labour, a number of success
as employers have an increas- jobs generally predominate in the united
ful strikes have been waged against
*• workers. Although there have
ing labour pool from '
to private service sector, but many of been some attempts by militants (such the bosses. In airline, telecommuni
draw scab workforces.
these jobs can also be found in the as the P-0 meatpackers) to stop this cationsand health ind ustries strikes
ind ustnal sector as well. We should trend, these attempts have been far have been won where solidarity across
The following article isan abbrevi add that such part-time, etc workers and few inbetween and have met union-employer barriers have cre
ated section of the Workers Soli generally do not receive the usual much resistance by the trade union ated an atmosphere of unity and
purpose amongst workers.
darity Alliance's report to the forth- benefits and compensation (pensions, leadership.
coming International Workers As
sociation's 19th Congress. We are
presenting this article in an effort
to familiarise our readers with the
situation of American workers and
the current state of the organized
labour movement in the USA. In
future issues of Direct Action we
will feature short pieces on the
American class struggle written by
WSA members.
.
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For the forseeable future the num
ber of ind ustrial workers in the US
will continue to decrease and those
in the administrative and service
sector will increase. For example,
the already hard-pressed textile and
garment ind ustries will see a further
31 % decrease in the number of pro
duction workers employed in these
already shrinking industries. And
while the number of engineers
(general and electrical/electronic) will
nse by another 80%, the number of
metalworking production workers
will drop another7%. Furthermore,
the number of 'paper pushers' like
accountants and auditors will in
crease by anol her 40%, thus increas
ing the trend towards a post-industnal (manufacturing) society in a
very serious and significant way.
Conversely, the average growth rate
by the year 2000 in management re
lated occupations, engineering/com
puter, lawyers, service workers, teach
ers. health care, market mg/sales and
ac mirustrative support/clencal will
grow by an average of more than
30% for all fields combined. The
only exception will be among data
entry clerks, typists and work proc
essors, who will see a combined health benefits, vacations, etc) as many
average loss of 15% of all jobs in full-time (and nearly all union
those fields.
members) do. Regardless of how
o
toothless
the National Labour Rela
in regards to these latter job classifi- tions Act may be, many such work
cations, it should come as no sur- ers are exempted from the NLRA
pnse that the percentage of jobs lost and can not pursue even basic legal
would be this high. US bosses are action in case of unfair dismissal,
starting to move these type of jobs to
'places where wages are cheaper*, While this 'restructuring' continues,
reports the pro-capitalist Wall Street redundancies will tend to be of a
Joumal(August 14 th,'91). Such jobs permanent rather than a temporary
are being moved to Barbados, Ja- nature. The rising unemployment is
maica, the Philipines, Singapore and also reflecting the in-built racism of
Ireland. The days of only factory American society, as African-AmeriCt
jobs being exported
by the greedy can and Hispanic workers suffer
capitalists is slowing down a bit, higher proportions of unemployment
while the pace is picking up for this than white american workers,
sector of the workforce.
COLLECTIVE SETTLEMENTS
Despite this trend away from a tra
ditional manufactunng based soci- Industry-wide bargaining since the
ety (from 27% of the total workforce 1980's Fas virtually been destroyed,
in 1980 tp 19% of the total in the late During this period
•I* nearly all unions
1980's), the actual yearly salaries who eqoyed industry-wide bargainearned for the largest white collar mg gave those hard-foughl-for rights
professional, technical and admin- away to the bosses Formally there

Throughout the 1980's wage cuts
and freezes and two or more levels
of pay for similiar work (as well as
other economic concessions) where
the general negotiated trends, de
spite membership resistance in many
cases. Since that time these trends
have generally given way to a re
coup of these earlier concessions,
except in the area of work-rule
changes.

On the negative side, reformist un
ions obeying the letter of anti-union
laws have lead workers to succes
sive defeats, particularly in the trans
port industries.
One strike that gained international
recognition during this period was
the Pittston coal strike of 1989-90.
This strike captured many hearts and
minds, both in the US and abroad.
The Pittston Coal Group tried to bust
the union withdemand s for massive
concessions over subcontracting,
work-rule changes, health care bene
fits for current and retired members
and many more items. The workers
took up the age-old working class
battle cry: 'an injury to one is an
injury to all'. Unionists from around
the country and the world sent money
and supplies and joined the picket
fines. In the end workers' solidarity
won the day. The miners walked
away with a victory, gave needed
spirit to a somewhat tired and de
feated union movement and showed
!•

Even as basic ind ustrial workers (and
many in the retail sector) regain lo6t
wages and holidays they have in no
way regained any purchasing power
equal to the cost-of-living. Current
wage settlements for the second
quarter of 1991 average only 3.4%
over the life of 2-3 year agreements.
Sure, this is better than the 22% for
1989, but lower than the 3.8% for
1990. In real dollars, workers eam
15% lew) then we did in 1973.
•z:

Despite the fact that many workers
have been regaining lost wages, the

INTERNATIONAL

that victory can be won if worker
stick together, Direct
are aggressive,
mili8
Action page
tant and well organised.
n
POTENTIAL FOR BUILDING
REVOLUTIONARY UNIONISM
With only 16.1% of the American
working class organised into unions,
and shrinking yearly, and the failure
of the reformist unions in mounting
effective, militant class-wide organ
ising campaigns, it is only obvious
that a new unionism is needed.!
However, some problems do exist.

In the post-Gulf War period there
exists what we hope will only be a
tranistory conservative attitude
among many sectors of the working
class Yet, wc would continue to argue,
the social and economic basis, not
the political, exists for the creation
for such a new unionism, a revolu
tionary unionism. The dilema for US
anarcho-syndicalists, then, becomes
many-fold.
Do US anarcho-syndicalists simply
wait foranotherday tobuild revolu
tionary unions? Do anarcho-syndi
calists attempt tobuild militant, yet
not explicitly revolutionary, unions?
Or do we proclaim the formation of!
anarcho-syndicalist unions without |
a real base and concentration of I
militants inanyone or moresectors? I
Can we pretend that workers will J
automatically, or just like magic, /
remember the revolutionary tradi
tions and ideas that existed at the (
tum of this century? Or should
comrades simply proclaim, as some
would like to believe, that they have I
formed a union simply by saying I
that they are the union of all the ,
working class? We would think not. [

Today there are many discussions
occuring inside the militant sectors i
of the labour movement, among !
unorganised militant workers, within
the WSA and elsewhere as to what
direction the workers' movement in |
the USA should lake. We try as much
as possible to be a part of these dis-1
cussions (and movement for an j
independent, radical unionism). Al
the moment, the WSA attempts Io I
act as a centre for solidarity, infor-J
mation, discussion, ideas and, where
possible, workplace action. We be
lieve that it is currently possible to 1
build small groups of militants and
begin to take small steps in building
militant, revolutionary workplace
organisations, be they unions, com
mittees, councils, associations or
whatever term the particular group
of workers deem to call themselves.
The name is less important than the
contents and goals.
Tangible revolutionary unionism will
not be built in a day, magically pro
claimed by a few or organised in
marginal sectors orbuilt on propa
ganda alone. We believe that small,
practical steps must be takenand are
beginning tobe taken and evaluated
by the WSA and others.

Inclosing, we hope that our efforts,
actions and educational activities will
aid in the efforts to build a new
unionism, and a new world. Again,
we hope that the current phase of
heightened nationalism and milita
ristic thinking and emerging racism,
will soon come to end. Such think
ing, we all would agree, only diverts
our attention away from the real
enemy: the capitalist class.
4

Health Service cuts in Denmark are
leading to an increasing number of
people suffering from mental illness
being imprisoned. The exact num
bers are not being made available. In
an amazing piece of 'logic', William
Rentzmann (Assistant Director of the
Prison Bureau) commented that 'everybody agrees that insane people should
not be imprisoned. Therefore the num
ber of those imprisoned is not relevant'.

has recently collapsed after their true
face was exposed by leaked internal
documents. In the past they had won
•JZ
lawsuits against
people calling them
racists, but two recent documents,
one a bomb making manual, the
other saying that 'words are not
enough in the fight against immi
gration' and it was'necessary to act
in thedark', showed everyone what
they're about. Fortunately they were
unable to survive the ensuring scan
dal and split asunder amid much
acrimony and many accusations.

The 'respectable' facade of Danish
racism, Den Dansk Foreninc (DDF)
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In response to a skinhead attack on CNT members in Barcelona, the Regional Confederation of AnarchoSyndicalist Unions of the CNT staged a 500-strong demonstration against fascist agression. This is one of the many
actions that CNT workers and Iberian Anarchist Youth Members (FIJL) have carried out this year, and stands to
prove yet again that anarchists and synd icalists are not interested in flogging the latest paper, but in crushing fas
cists wherevery they raise they heads.
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The following is a translation of
an article first published in KASKOR, the bulletin of the Soviet
Union Confederation of AnarchoSyndicalists.

' The August coup was not defeated,
but won by the bourgeois democrats.
The new capitalists (ex-bureaucracy)
are consolidating the power they ac
quired in the autumn, nationalist njiicts are increasing in frequency and
ferocity as the union disintegrates.
Georgia is now a dictatorship on the
Xferge of civil war. There is now a real
danger of the situation in Yugoslavia
being repeated in a coun try covering
one sixth of the planet.

food shortages have reached unknown
proportions, and the financial sharks
are making a killingas they monopo
lise production and couldn't care less
for the people they plunge into
poverty. .
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1492 AND ALL THAT

1492 was the year Colombus dis
covered 'America' and the Spanish
In order to protect themselves from
state is preparing a massive
the malcontent, the new capitalists are celebration of the conquest of the
•I>
introducing
anti-trade union laws.
Indians of Latin America. CNT
The conditions exist for an authoritar- (the Spanish section of the IWA) is
ian dictatorship to grow.'
organising a campaign against
such a barbaric celebration. This
While it makes depressing reading boycott should be taken up in this
it does show that the battle lines
country aswell.
drawn in the industrial revolution
are becoming increasingly polar
ised. While the conditions exist for
the rise of fascism, these same
conditions could bring the bour
geoisie' downfall. The growth of
avavav.w.
independant unions is the best
hope of building a revolutionary
organisation free of Stalinist or
M
capitalist wannabe tyrants.
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Russia itself is still a one party slate,
with 'democratic Russia' taking
control of the Communist Party infra
structure in the name of privatisation.
At the same time the economic
situation in Russia is worsening by
the week. Inflation is out of control,
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The Confederation Nationale du
Travail (CNT), the French section
of the IWA, has been very busy re
cently. Here are three examples of
their activities.

ERMONT
Freelance organisers in sports and
leisure centres had their social secu
rity contributions increased and their
hold ay pay withdrawn. The organ
isers, with strong involvement of
CNT members, sent a delegation to
the Town Hall, a joint letter, and
used the broad sheet of the HealthSocial-Education Union of Vai d'Oise
to get the message across to other
workers. The Mayor replied to the
CNT, and back holiday pay was
awarded. Union organisation in this
sector is non-existent. However, the
CNT are increasing their presence
there.
.*,*-•

SPES

COMATEC

• • *«*

•.w.l

‘•‘*4

The CNT continues to grow within I Pablo Serrano was arrested 8 years
COMATEC (Paris metro cleaners). I ago in northern Spain on charges
Over the summer, management I of political murder, two bombings
implemented a scale of penalties I and theft of police weapons. The
against drivers. The CNT intervened I following year, 1984, Pablo was
to organise resistance. The dispute I found guilty of the murder (Luis
isn't over yet but already manage-1 A sea so, Spanish Employers' Assoment have started to back down. I ciation Consultant) as well as the
Within the CNTs defined position I theft. He was given a 33 year senthe CNT section put forward candi-1 fence. As a category B prisoner
dates for the worker's delegates elec-1 since 1990, Pablo is now automati“ We stand firm in our condemnation of tions, and one was elected, the CNT I cally eligible for parole. He has
•it

•z:

the wave of violence that has struck
SPES...we say Not to gratuitous and

getting 8% of all the vote.

political violence...No! to a 'joke' un
ion Wr say Enough! to all of this. We
are counting on those who elected us
and on those who have been tricked by
the CNT, in order to build SPES for
tomorrow through dialogue and negotutvn with management.' Are they
worried or what? .
..

COMATEC continue to attack those
workers they believe Io support the
CNT by transfers, racist insults etc.
o
The CNT section is now looking
to
organise at other metro workplaces
and in other regions such as Lille
and Lyon, with the help of their CNT
locals.
,(

now been refused parole for the
I tenth time.
•I*

In the Spanish Parole System, it is
almost obligatory for the authori
ties to grant parole in respect of
ordinary prisoners involved in
murder after 5 years. !n every case
of political murder, committed by
fascists or the police between 1984

1 '

1

Kl4

*

—

and 1987, early parole has been
given — the 'Atocha' murder of
union lawyers by right wingers
and the 'Almeria' torture and mur
der of 3 youths by the Guard ia
Civil.

The Prisoners' Committee of the
CNT-IWA in Spain continues its
action on Pablo's behalf. Also in
volved is the Anarchist Black
Cross.
Letters of protest should be sent to:
Sr. Director del Centro Penitenciario de Torrero
Avda. de America, 80
50007 ZARAGOZA
Spain
(information from ABC and 'CNT,
paper of CNT-IWA, October 1991)
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A CNT section was established at
SPES, ard over half the workers voted
for the CNT candid ate in the workers delegate elections. The bosses
responded by financing a leaflet of
the 'Employees and Members of
SPES Workplace Committee Delegates Free Organisation'. Below we
reprint extracts of this scurrilous rubbish:
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Direct Action page 10

REVIEWS

CONTACTS

in Russia and the other republics are
more inspiration for those of us seek
ing to build a new revolutionary
movement to challenge the bosses’
'New World Orderi. Hopefully what
is set out in the book will prove to be
only the small beginnings of some
thing much bigger.

‘ANARCHY IN THE
USSR
— A new beginning ’

'I

Edited by Philip Ruff, ASP 1991,
£3X0
Available from ASP BCM Box
3714 London WC1N 3XX and
good radical bookshops.
«• • •

‘GREEN
REVOLUTION’

This new book is a compilation of
reports, manifestos and interviews
detailing the growth of the new lib
ertarian left in the former USSR- Some
of the pieces have previously ap
peared in Black Flag or Direct Action,
but others have not had a wide circu
lation. The introd uction by Phil Ruf
is an excellent summary of the re
pression and reflowenng of anar
chist and libertarian workers' cur
rents throughout the cold, hard years
of Stalinist misery. Many of the frag
ments of news on the new move
ments in the former USSR have ind icated a good deal of confusion. This
couldbedamagingifit lasts,butwas
perhaps inevitable given the isola
tion of Soviet rad icals and free trade
unionists. Also, the effect of living in
a society that was ruled by terror in
the name of Communist dogma has
made it very difficult to discuss any
ideas relating to communism, so
cialism or the working class.

I
I
I

I

Green Revolutkm is a rew paper (and
organisation) which aims to work
together with greens, socialists and
anarchists in the fight for the planet,
It's obviously highly critical of the
'greening' of capitalism and the
current direction of the Green Party,
However, 1 remain to be convinced
that theirattempts tobring together
diverse political approaches will not
cause problems. They seem keen to
plug ’'Marxists
Marxists prepared to work in
a libertarian way”, but I wonder
wnvinose
hy those wno
who reject ineauinoniarthe authoritarian Marxist groups can't seriously
examine anarchism as an obvious
alternative.

However, any libertarian tendency
withing the green movement which
recognises
recogruses class
class as
as aa factor
factor in
in ecoecological destruction is a move in the
right direction. They also intend to
tackle the issues of sexuality, sexism
and racism, often overlooked by
id, by
greens (and, it has to be said
some anarchists). So far I've only

Thebookdetailsthenseand ideas of
the main radical organisations — the
SMOT, the KAS and the 1REAN. Of
course, a book like this can only be a
snapshot, a record of development. seen their introductory broadsheet
The situation in much of what was and I'm awaiting their first issue —
the 'Eastern Bloc' is constantly chang watch future issues of DA for more
ing. However, the contents of this details
little book are very encouraging for
radical workers in both East and More information: T Bishop, PO Box
West. The struggles of our comrades &45, Bristol BS99 5HQ
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T-shirts and stickers available from Norwich DAM,
PO Box 73, Norwich NRl 2EB

2 0

To Lenin, who needed control of the
worldwide movement for his own
ends, these were dangerous id easlln
Bob Jones
‘Left Wing Communism' he argued
Pirate Press, PO Bax 446,
that revolutionary consciousness is
Sheffield SI 1NY
•
“brought about by the political
experi
No price given
ence of the masses, not propaganda
• l«
It's all too
alone'. From this common-sense ‘
• • rare to get a pamphlet
DIRECTACTIONMOVEMENT
U1L1 ITACTONMOV
ANARCHO-SYNDICAUSTS
ANARCHO-SYNDICAUSTS
from a libertarian viewpoint about starting point, he argued that ’ BritPQ BoUWJ PGa Uxdxss
British history, so this is a refreshing ish communists should participate in
change. It looks
at the derailing of Parliamentaryactvn...(and]fmm within
o
OUR POWER
the vigorous British communist Parliament help the masses of workers
LIES IN
movement into the Moscow-obedi- see the results of a Henderson and
REVOLUTIONARY
ent Communist Party of Great Brit- Snawton government m practice'.
FREE ALL POLL TAX PRISONERS
UNIONISM
ain, a task aided by Lenin's publics- Anyone arguing ajCT inst this was dis- >t'An missed as •naive’.
tion ‘Left Wing Communism — /
DIRECT
ACTON
MOVEMENT
D1HECTACTIONMOVEMENT
Lias
'been
through'
the
experience
of
ANARCHO-SYND ICAUSTS
ANARCHO-SYNDICALISTS
Infantile Disorder'.
P0 Box a. SW POO. Unless MIS
FO Box 29. SW FDQ. «arx*es® MIS
Meanwhile, the non-sectarian ind us- a Labour government on a number
1924, 1929-31, 1945In the workers' movement of 1917 trial-orientated movement threw up of occasions
onwards, there were a number of two attempts at a larger organisa-■ 51,1964-70and 1974-9. Despitethis,
before the Communist Unity us poor fools still haven't seen the
tendencies who shared the same basic ltion,
‘
politics. These are now usually Conventions shut the door■ on the light, so the descend ants of the CPGB,
GETS THE GOODS
THE BOSSES NEED US
uBJugm
anarchists and anti-parliamentary the various left parties, still call on us
WE DON’T NEED THEM
thought vn
of as anti-parliamentary
;
I
SOUDARITY IS OUR BEST DEFENCE
communists to distinguish them from communists. These were the Com- to vote Labour. They were wrong
I; -If: HI ' r? 1';= I
DIHECT
ACTON
MOVEMENT
the lukewarm, CPGB, parliamentary munist League, made up of dissi- then, and they’re wrong now.
ANARCHOSYNDIGAUSTS
ANARCHO-SYNDICALISTS
PO Box 3. SW POO. Mnteor MIS
PQ Bax 29. SW PDQ. Mntem MIS
variety. At the time there was little dents from the Socialist Labour Party,
dispute amongst communists of the ‘The Spu7 (an anarchist paper), the TheLabourPartywasneversocialnecessity of anti-parliamentarism. London Freedom Group and the ist. Sadly, our initial task remains the
DON'T
SLEEP
This included both anarchists and Labour Abstentionist Party (LAP). same as our forebearers — to make
ON THE STREETS
1 marxists. Other areas of argument The Communist Unit conventions socialists (real ones, not the pale pink
included the centrality of class united many communists into the version that infest local councils and
SQUAT EMPTY PROPERTY
RESIST TO £X.ST
struggle, the importance of direct CPGB, including Edgar Whitehead the Union bureaucracies), and to raise
/
action,
action, and
and an
an analysis
analysis of
of the
the RusRus- who had founded the LAP. The CPGB class consciousness. We believe this
DIRECT
ACTON
MOVEMENT
J
ANARCHO-SYNDICAUSTS
promptly
ignored
British
conditions,
M
is
best
done
where
it
most
matters
to
PO Bex 29. SW PGQ. UMtena M15
sian revolution, which saw its success in terms of soviets rather than t AA k Lenin's advice and applied to ordinary people — where they work
the disciplined revolutionary party, affiliate to the Labour Party! But more and where they live. The possibilio*"
importantly, it deflected activity away ties opened up by the experiences of
A11 T-shirts are XL Send cheque/
This faith in the ability of the work- from workplace struggle, emphasis- the fighting sections of the anti-Poll
PO for £550 (inc pAp) to:
ing class to corxluct their own revo- ing instead politics, particularly Par- Tax movement show the relevance
O
lution, also led to a rejection of the liamentary politics.
of our politics, and our methods.
Post Consumer Waste, PO Box 73,
Labour Party. The main aim of the
Our class was diverted by Party- C
Norwich NR1 2EB
British socialists and commmunists Since Lenin's ‘Left
Lxft Wmg
Wing Communism
Communism'’ builders and bureaucrats before. We
was to win converts and raise class was published, the working class must not repeat the same mistake. Tn
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1. The Direct Action Movement is a
working class organisation.

ANARCHO-SYNDIGAUSTS
PO Ba 29. SW PCQ, MWfKBUIS

2. Our aim is the creation of a free
and classless society.
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Members of Norwich DAM and other
individuals ha vc decided totetupa
Norwich branch of the Anarchist
Black Cross. After a high profile
campaign for Martin Foran including stalls, leafleting, flyposting and a
demonstration which gained local
press coverage, an open
• •
meeting was
held al which it was decided to initi
ate an ABC group.
•a

In common with other ABC groups,
we aim to support anarchist, revolu-

tionary and class struggle prisoners
including poll tax prisoners, antifasrist prisoners, Sara Thornton (jailed
for killing her violent, alcoholic excop husband), the Tottenham 3, as
well as prisoners from other coun
tries.

Anyone in the Norwich/East Anglia area is invited to get in touch for
more information — especially any
anarchists/revolutionanes not belonging to any organised group at
the moment. Solidarity is not a lux
ury, but a necessity,

Norwich ABC
PO Box 73
Norwich NRl 2EB

For a general introduction into the
work of the ABC, send a donation to
I>ondon ABC, BM Hurricane, Ixmdon WC1N 3XX and ask for an ABC
Bulletin.

Norwich anti-Poll Tax Union
have organised pickets of Nor
wich Crown Court every Mon
day for 9.30 am.

CLASS CONSCIOUS LESBIANS & GAYS
•
•
e
•
•

Essex ABC '
c/o Grapevine Bookshop
Unit 6, Dales Brewery
Gwydir Street
Cambridge

I

fri:e all toll tax prisoners
RESIST TC EXIST
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8. The Direct Action Movement is
resolved to initiate, encourage and
wholeheartedly suppport the creation of independent workers' unions based on the principles of an
archo-syndicalism.

5. We believe that the only way for
the working class to achieve this is 9. The Direct Action Movement is a
by independent organisation in the federation of groups and individuwork place and the community and als who believe in the principles of
federation with others in the same anarcho-syndicalism: a system where
industry and locality, independent the workers alone control irdustry
of and opposed to all political par- and the community without the
ties and trade union bureaucracies, dictates of politicians, bureaucrats.
All such workers' organisations must bosses and so-called experts.
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PAY MJ FOIL TAX

NOT

IF YOU EXPERIENCE ANY PROBLEM RECIEV1NG DIRECT ACTION,
PLEASE LET US KNOW. WE ARE SUFFERING FROM A PAST
LEGACY SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION PROBLEM,
SO ITS NOT OUR FAULT, HONEST!!!!

PAYING!
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SOUTH EAST
••

NA I lON’Al. SECRET ARY, Manchester DAM-1WA, PO Box 29,SW PDO,
Manchester M15 511W
IN 1ERNATIONAI. SECRET ARY, Edinburgh DAM-IWA, PO Box 516, SW DO,
Edinburgh EH10 5JI1

SOLT I 11IERTTORDS1IIRI: DAM-IWA, PO Box 245 Si Albans, I lerts
DEPT FORD DAM-IWA, PO Box574, Brocklcy, London SE4 IDE
EAST LONDON DAM-IWA, C/o84b Whitechapel I ligh Street, London El 7QX
NOR I 11 LONDON DAM-IWA, PO Box 1681, London N8 7I.E
SOUTH LONDON DAM-IWA, POBox 761, Camberwell
SIX), London SB
:rwcll S
l or contacts in Kent, Surrey, Sussex and I lampshire, write to South East Regional Secretary, C/o
North London DAM

EASTERN REGION

IRELAND

NORWICH DAM-IWA, PO Box 73, Norwich NRl 2EB

T here is no section of the International Workers' Association in Ireland, but we maintain links
with:
ORGANISE! (Anarcho-Syndicalist group based in the Six Giunties),
C/o 7 Winetavern Street, Belfast 1, Ireland
*

MIDLANDS
1.1: ICEST ER DAM-IWA, c/o 701 llgh St, Leicester
For contacts in Ixamlnglon, Nolt high am, N'orthants and Worcester,
write to National Secretary

All other international contacts should be sought via the International Secretary.

*.

NORTH EAST

NETWORK FORUM

LEEDS DAM-IWA C/o Box DAM, 52 Call Lane, Leeds I.S2
MIDDLESBROUGH DAM-IWA, C/o Leeds DAM
SOUTIIYORKSIIIRE DAM-IWA, PO Box 122, Doncaster, S Yorkshire
For contacts in Doncaster, Scunthorpe, Sheffield and York, write to North
Regional Secretary, C/o Leeds DAM

Donations or Standing Order payments in support in Industrial Networks should be made to:
NET WORK SOLIDARITY FUND,
Acc No 12282083, Sort Code 16-16-25,
Royal Bank of Scotland, Manchester Chori ton-cum-llardy Branch,
44 Wilbraham Road, Chori ton-cum-llardy, Manchester M211AR
Send any donations, or notify of any Standing Orders, to Network lorum, PO Box 29, SW PDO,
Manchester M15 511W

• ••••••••••••••••

The Anarchist Black Cross
have also recently organised
in Essex. If you live in the
Essex area and want to join
or simply find out more,
please write to:

£ ALL

poll t;.x

For more information contact:
NAPTU
PO Box 158
Norwich NRl 1AA
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The trial of 16 people arrested in
Vt
Colchester when police attacked
an anti-pol tax demonstration
continues in Norwich.

purple,
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COLCHESTER 16
PICKET
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NATIONAL OFFICERS

NORWICH ABC FORMED
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CONTACTS - UPDATE

LISTINGS

4. In order to bring about the new
social order, the workers must take
over the means of production and
distribution. We are the swom enemies of those who would take over
on behalf of the workers.

HA!

print

white,

-/

JOIN

HA!

6. We are opposed to all states and
state institutions. The working class
has no country. The class struggle is
world wide and recognises no artifidal I undaries. The armies and police
of all states do not exist to protect the
workers of those states, they exist
only as the repressive arm of the
ruling class.

7. We oppose racism, sexism, mili
3. We are fighting to abolish the tarism and all attitudes and institustate, capitalism and wage slavery in tions that stand in the way of equalall their forms and replace them by ity and the right of all people everyself managed production for need, where to control theirown lives and
not profit.
environment.

i$ MILLION
PlIA.! HA* HA>|

WE WANT JUSTICE!

••a

IjSg
O

USS-JTJCTX'

i

UlS .

JS
THE
DAM

be controlled by the workers them:g:;. selves and must unite rather than
divide the workers movement. Any
§::< and all delegates of such workers'
§v organisations must be subject to
•j::-:; immediate recall by the workers.
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consciousness. The Labour Party was
not socialist (then as now) and
hampered the development towards
socialism.

‘LEFT WING
COMMUNISM IN
BRITAIN 1917-21 — AN
INFANTILE DISORDER?'
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Direct Action page 11

A group run for and by working class lesbians and gay men,
I • • king at and working on issues that affect working class
lesbians and gays.

Meets every Monday at 7pm at
The London Leabian Ac Gay Centre
67-69 Cowcroea Street
London EC1M 6BP
(Farringdon Tube)

BURNLEY DAM-IWA, 12 Kingsland Grove, Burnley, I.ancs BB11 3I’Y
LIVERPOOL DAM-IWA, PO Box 110, Liverpool, L69 8DP
MANCTIESI ER DAM-IWA, PO Box 29 SW PDO, Manchester M15
PRESTON DAM-IWA, PO Box 172, Preston, Lancs PR1
l or contacts in Cumbria, Lancaster, Salford and Stockport, write to North West
Regional Secretary, C/o Burnley DAM

EDINBURGH DAM-IWA, PO Box516, SW DO, Edinburgh EII10 5JII
GLASGOW DAM-IWA, PO Box 226, Glasgow G1 5RX

BRISTOL DAM-1WA, Co National Secretary
l or contacts in’Avon, Ik*von and Plymouth, write to National Secretary

Council Workers Network, C/o Manchester DAM and North London DAM
Transport Worker. Bulletin, C/o Deptford DAM, Po Box 574, London SE411)1.
Despatch Industry Workers Union, C/o 489 Kingsland Road, London 1:8 4AU
Independant Education Network, PO Box 29 SW PIX), Manchester M15 511W
Health Workers f ederation, C/o PO Box 761, Camberwell, l.ondn SE5

»•

IDEAS & ACT ION (US Anarcho-Syndicalist paper), PO Box 40400, San I ransisco, CA 94140, USA
REBEL WORKER (Australian Anarcho-Syndicalist paper), PO Box 92, Broadway, NSW 2007,
Australia
ANT 1-1ASCTST ACTION (NortIVSouth/Easl/South-East London Brandies), BM 1734, London
WC1N 3XX

For more information please contact Ajaj^on 071-490-7153
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